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This volume reveals a whole new dimension of crystal awareness, offering guidelines and

instruction on how we, as human beings can become as clear as the crystals and develop the full

spectrum of the rainbow ray body. The crystals are tools and teachers demonstrating how to

materially manifest perfected form. Katrina focuses on how we can align ourselves with the perfect

cosmic geometric grid of light (as the crystals so purely demonstrate). This would literally change

the frequency at which we vibrate. Emphasising planetary peace, specific information is given to

assist individuals in stabilising their personal identity within their own lighted centre of truth, thus

establishing entirely new concepts of being.Introduced for the first time are crystals and stones that

facilitate this process, the final six Master Crystals and a pure Crystalline Transmission through the

writing itself. Included are: specific stones and layouts for individuals suffering from or prone to

AIDS; crystals that facilitate the activation of new Chakra centres; tantric layouts for couples; stones

and crystals for protection against nuclear radiation; dematerialisation in action; encoded crystals -

the cosmic alphabet; crystals and stones for the new race of beings birthing onto the Earth; and,

information of many new stones and crystals to serve our unfoldment in the 1990s.
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Katrina Raphaell is the best selling author of the Crystal Triology: Crystal Enlighenment (1985),

Crystal Healing (1987) and The Crystalline Transmission (1989). Known as a pioneer in her field,

Katrina founded The Crystal Academy of Advanced Healing Arts in 1986 and has since taught



thousands of students around the world the art, theory and practice of Crystal Healing. She has also

trained teachers to carry on her work in Crystal Academy satellites world wide. Her new book,

Crystalline Illumination, embodies the last thirteen years of crystal research and is already published

in three languages.

There are many books on the use and understanding of crystals but Katrina's thorough offering of

her wisdom concerning our partnership with crystals is among this reader's favorites.With an easy to

reference format, her explanation and guidance of the special energies and attributes of crystals

from selenite to hematite has been helpful to me again and again.I do not profess to be anywhere

near her expertise in utilizing the natural energies of these special crystals and stones but I continue

to learn as her student what these tools can bring to our spiritual and physical development.Her

simple instruction of crystal healings, initiations and meditations are useful to all readers. This book

is educational for the reader new to crystal knowledge and to those more advanced in this

wisdom.With her detailed guidance of the 12 chakra system I became acquainted for the first time

with the Earth Star, a grounding chakra that is apparently 6 inches below the feet. Who knew?? We

all have much to learn.Raphaell is direct, speaks in everyday language and moves the

reader/student through this work comfortably and methodically. The reader will note with what high

respect the author addresses these crystalline friends.I continue to enjoy this book and encourage

readers to visit her Crystal Academy website for further accessibility to her teaching and

guidance.For those that resonate with the crystals, this book is a valuable resource and an

educational tool.

Love energy healing, and this author knows her stuff! tremendous reference guide.Energy work is

all about the doing, exploring, experiencing, and allowing the light & energy to flow.Thank You!

If we all live like what the book describes, what a wonderful, Peaceful feeling to know we shall live

on this earth and enjoy our short time on this planet and be connected with the mystic truth. And to

live this life the best way and to know we are taking care of our home, Our mother earth. Peace to

all people and our fellow earthlings that are in our care and we should do what we can as

individuals, Thus it becomes a collective whole.:))

Excellent book!



This book is well written, and very sophisticated in its ability to explain difficult concepts with clarity.

In comparison to her first 2 books, this one is clearly a culmination of years of experience. Thank

you for sharing!

The four books that Katrina wrote are a guide to heal. This book give us important information about

the six master crystals, chakra systems, the predominant stones and other important gemstones.

She also give us powerful tools to work with, and show how to use it.She introduces the 12 chakras

systems,uses higher vibration crystals to activate the chakras. Katrina give the world a gift that help

us healed. If all people can understand the importance of this, the people in Earth will be much more

peaceful and healhly.

Very informative and helpful outstanding book

Food for thought
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